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More on the determination of content

In fear, according to some, something is presented as dangerous. Is this a case of representation? Does
‘dangerous’, the concept or the property, figure in the content of the mental state that is Sam’s fear of the
dog? If so, then what is it to be in such a state; in what way is it compatible or not with believing that the
dog is not dangerous? If not, how do we account for the fact that fearing harmless dogs is in some sense
inadequate?
Virtually any state can be used as a representation: you can decide to use a red flag to represent danger and
you can take your aching muscles as a sign that you should not have walked that far. But these representa-
tional contents seem to derive from contingent dispositions to interpret the relevant states in certain ways.
Since you could equally well take red flags or aching muscles to represent something different, neither of
these states has the proposed representational content intrinsically. In contrast, your propositional atti-
tudes and perceptions don’t seem to derive their representational contents from other states in this way:
they have their content originally, not in virtue of being interpreted via some other mental state.
A central issue that any theory of mental representation must address is how exactly mental representations
acquire their accuracy conditions. One superficially tempting proposal is that the representational content
of an internal representation is determined by simple counterfactual co-variation relations, perhaps backed
by causal laws and past causal dependence (Stampe 1977; Dretske 1981). Causally-backed co-variation rela-
tions are ubiquitous: tree rings causally co-vary with the age of the tree, smoke causally co-varies with fire,
and utterances of ‘Fire!’ causally co-vary with the presence of a speaker at the time and location of the ut-
terance. However, it is widely agreed that simple causal co-variation relations cannot be what determines
the representational content of mental states. First, causal co-variation cannot adequately account for the
possibility of error. A belief or perception can misrepresent the world – but a tree ring cannot misrepresent
the age of the tree. In general, if we identify that which is represented by a given state type with what-
ever causally co-varies with it, then the existence of the mental state will guarantee the existence of the
thing represented. A second related problem is that natural representation cannot explain the determinacy
of representational content. Your ‘horse’ concept is accurate of all and only horses, but its occurrence in
your thinking causally co-varies with many other things, including the proximal retinal stimuli that lead you
to identify horses, as well as many non-horses in the distal environment. So the worry is that causal co-
variation accounts of mental representation will take ‘horse’ to represent not the natural kind horse, but the
disjunctive kind horse-or-horsey-images-on-the-retina-or thoughts-of-cowboys-or-cows-on-a-dark-night-or-
donkeys-in-the-distance-or-…(Fodor 1984). If we want to explain the determinate and fallible accuracy con-
ditions we attribute to mental states, we need a less permissive representation relation than mere causal
co-variation.
Consider a much-discussed example: magnotactic bacteria. Certain anaerobic bacteria possess internal
structures – magnetosomes – that are sensitive to magnetic fields. In the bacterium’s home environment,
these structures normally align with the earth’s magnetic field, causing the bacterium to move downwards
towards oxygen-poor water, which is essential to its survival. So there is a reliable co-variation – backed by
causal laws and selected for by evolutionary processes – between the alignment of the magnetosomes with
the direction of a magnetic field, the North Pole, the ocean depths, oxygen-free water, survival-friendly
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conditions, and so on. Should we say that the alignment of the magnetosomes in these bacteria is a repre-
sentation with the content, say, magnetic north is in that direction, or oxygen-poor water is over there, or it’s safe
down there?
A major objection to the attribution of such representational properties is that they don’t seem to be do-
ing any real explanatory work. As many theorists have pointed out, we can give a full explanation of the
movements of the bacterium in one direction rather than another by providing a mechanical account of (i)
why magnetosomes are sensitive to magnetic fields, (ii) how the presence of a magnetic field controls their
alignment within the organism, (iii) how alignment of the magnetosomes affects the orientation of the or-
ganism as a whole, and (iv) how the organism’s flagella propel it in the direction in which it’s oriented. There
is no need to mention representational states with intrinsic accuracy conditions in this explanation – the
mechanical account is a complete proximal explanation the organism’s reaction to the stimulus.
According to Burge, the accuracy conditions invoked by vision science are intrinsic to the perceptual states
themselves: perceptual states are individuated in part by their function of representing particular distal
features of the environment. Moreover, Burge argues that individuating perceptual states in this way is
crucial to the explanations of perceptual psychology – vision science, in Burge’s view, is organized around
explaining how representations of the world are constructed from impoverished sensory input:

The fundamental mode of explanation in the perceptual psychology of vision is to explain ways in
which veridical representations of the environment are formed from and distinguished from reg-
istration, or encoding, of proximal stimulation. Veridicality, fulfillment of representational func-
tion, is the central explanandum of visual psychology. Illusions are explained as lapses from nor-
mal representational operation, or as the product of special environmental conditions. (Burge
2010: 310-311)

Assuming that perceptual states do have intrinsic accuracy conditions, what exactly do they represent? A
frog snaps at a passing fly. Assuming that its visual system is representing some feature of the world, what
exactly is the content of that representation? Does the frog’s visual system represent something as specific
as the content that there is a house fly (musca domestica) at location x? Or does it represent that there is
a packet of frog food at location x? Or does it just represent that there is a small, dark, moving object at
location x?
Consider possible psychological explanations of a five-year-old’s choice of ice cream over broccoli:

1. The child chooses ice cream over broccoli because in the past she perceived ice cream as sweet and
she likes sweet things.

2. The child chooses ice cream over broccoli because in the past she perceived ice cream as having con-
centrated nutrients and she likes things with concentrated nutrients.

3. The child chooses ice cream over broccoli because in the past she perceived ice cream as containing
large proportion of mono or disaccharides and she likes things containing large proportion of mono-
or disaccharides.

Metaphysical Interlude: intrinsicness and relationality

Intrinsicality

The ‘scare quotes’ approach: Intrinsic properties of a
1. are / account for / ground ‘how a is by itself ’, are exemplified by a ‘in virtue of the way it is in itself ’;
2. make for genuine similarity, are ‘non-disjunctive’, have ‘non-gerrymandered’ extensions;
3. are shared by a and its duplicates / replicas / perfect copies.

Theoretical roles: Intrinsic properties
1. are qualitative natures of combinatorial units;
2. make for real, as opposed to Cambridge change;
3. do not entail, nor are entailed by the existence of any other things wholly distinct from their bearers.
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Definition 1 (Lewis1-intrinsicness). F is intrinsic iff for all x and y, if x and y have the same natural properties,
then Fx iff Fy (Lewis 1983: 26).1

Definition 2 (Lewis2-intrinsicness). A property F is intrinsic iff for all x and y, if x and y have the same pure, non-
disjunctive and non-co-disjunctive properties independent of loneliness and of accompaniment, then Fx iff Fy (Lewis &
Langton 1998).2

Relationality

The ‘scare quotes’ approach: Non-relational properties of a
1. do not ‘essentially mention’ other things than a;
2. do not ‘stem from’ metaphysically / conceptually / explanatorily prior relations a has;
3. are ‘genuinely monadic’;

Theoretical roles: Non-relational properties
1. are wholly qualitative: their nature is exhausted by how the things that have them are;
2. are non-haecceitistic: may be shared by distinct indiscernibles;
3. are pure, i.e. do not

Definition 3 (Implicational relationality). P is impure iff ∃R∃y∀x(Px ↔ Rxy).

Relational properties are properties that are individuated with reference to relations (Hochberg 1988: 196):
to say that, generally and as a matter of logical truth, if a = b, then λx(aRx) = λx(bRx), we need to quantify
over relations.3

Cross-cutting

Examples of the relational intrinsic:
1. having a as a part
2. the value of Diana’s dress
3. being of a crime of some punishment

Examples of the non-relational extrinsic:
1. not being accompanied by a unicorn
2. being all there is
3. being surprising of an event

Representation-as

Representational properties, being intrinsic, are not had in virtue of things outside the entities that have
them. They are relational, however, in two ways: in virtue of reaching out to their direct objects, if any, and in
virtue of being representations of these objects as such and such. It is this second feature, representation-as,
which accounts for perspectivality. The content-conditions for representation-as have a two-fold structure:
To represent something a as F , I must be appropriately related to a external item (a proposition, a state of

1Lewis (1986: 60) tentatively suggested that the natural properties could be characterised as a minimal supervenience base for any
properties whatsoever.

2A property is pure iff its exemplification does not imply the existence of anything else than the thing exemplifying it. Something
is accompanied iff it does not coexist with a contingent wholly distinct thing and it is lonely iff it coexists only with its proper parts (if
it has any). A property is independent of loneliness (accompaniment) iff it is both possible that is is had and that it is lacked by a lonely
(accompanied) thing. A property is disjunctive iff it can be expressed by a disjunctive predicate but is not natural and much less natural
than either of its disjuncts. The pure, non-disjunctive and non-co-disjunctive properties independent of loneliness and accompaniment
are called “basic intrinsic” by Lewis and Langton. Def. 2 says that a property is intrinsic iff it supervenes on basic intrinsic properties,
or, equivalently, iff it never differs between duplicates (where two things are duplicates iff they have the same basic intrinsic properties).

3The reason why loving-Superman and loving-Clark-Kent is one and the same property (and Lois Lane, as a matter of logic, exem-
plifies one iff she exemplifies the other), is that Superman is Clark Kent; therefore, the properties are not atomic, but derelativisations
of the prior relation of loving.
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affairs, a perceptual situation, an object, a plan) and my standing in this relation to the external item must
be an appropriate reaction to it (serious, non-lucky, veridical, non-perverse, not practically irrational). The
appropriateness of the reaction is thus the joint outcome of two factors:

• it must be caused by (and justifiable in terms of) an appropriate cognitive base, which is directed at the
representational / direct objects and represents them as being a certain way;

• it must be accompanied by an affective feeling that is the right kind of reaction to the right kind of
intentional / formal object.

The double structure of representational states, reaching out to something beyond themselves and at the
same time situating us with respect to it, allows for two types of failure to meet the characteristic content-
conditions for the respective state:

1. Judgements have success-conditions: My judgement of a to be F is successful iff I succeed in referring
to a and in predicateing F of it. Two types of failure are possible:

(a) Wrong direct object: I do not refer to a (but to something else or to nothing at all) or do not
predicate of it to be F (but to be something else, or nothing at all).

(b) Wrong formal object: I do not really make a judgement, but perform some action or no action
at all.

2. Beliefs and states of knowledge have truth-conditions: My belief that a is F is true iff Fa. Beliefs are
criticisable on two grounds:

(a) Wrong direct object: it is not true that a is F .
(b) Wrong formal object: my belief falls short of knowledge, i.e. has not the right genesis to be a

manifestation of my desire for truth.
3. Perceptual experiences have veridicality-conditions: My perceptual experience of a as F is veridical

iff I am visually presented with a and see it as F . Two types of perceptual ‘error’ may be distinguished:
(a) Wrong direct object (illusion): While I do have a perceptual experiences as of a being F , I am

either not visually presented to a or do not see it as F .
(b) Wrong formal object (hallucination): My state cannot be characterised as one of perceiving.

4. Emotions have appropriateness-conditions: My emotion of type T towards a is appropriate iff a ex-
hibits the formal object of emotions of type T . Two types of error:

(a) Wrong direct object: My fear is not directed at the dog or the dog, at which my fear is directed,
is not in fact dangerous.

(b) Wrong formal object: I see the dangerous dog, but I don’t see it as dangerous. While I am struck
by the right value (dangerousness), I don’t react in the right way (by fear).

5. Desires have satisfaction-conditions: My desire to ϕ is satisfied iff I want to ϕ and I ϕ. Again, two
types of error are possible:

(a) Wrong direct object: I don’t ϕ.
(b) Wrong formal object: I ϕ, but I don’t do it as a my plan. While I realise my plan, I don’t react in

the right way to my ϕ-ing, i.e. I don’t see it as the satisfaction of my desire.

Representational properties are intrinsic, but relational

Many things may be said to have content, but most of them do so indirectly: they have content in virtue, for
example, of having been produced in a certain way or with certain intentions, or of standing in some relation
to other things that have content. The most important such relation is that of some things expressing other
things. It is in virtue of expressing my beliefs that my utterances have content, and – subject to certain
constraints – the beliefs expressed determine what content they have.
Most contentful things thus have their content extrinsically: they mean what they do in virtue of other things
having a certain content. At some point, however, the bucket must stop: if there are any representational
properties at all, some things must have them intrinsically. Because they are representational, however, they
are relational even when exemplified intrinsically: they represent something other than themselves, creating
a relation between their bearer and the things they make their bearer be about.
Representational properties like meaning that Fa, representing a to be F or thinking of a as F are intrinsically
exemplified by some thing x iff x exemplifies the property independently of how matters stand with respect
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to other things than x – no further properties have to be exemplified for other things for my thought, e.g.,
to represent a to be F . That some representational properties are exemplified intrinsically by some things
follows from the following argument:

(i) Some things have representational properties.
(ii) If something exemplifies a representational property extrinsically, it does so in virtue of there being

something else that bestows it with this representational property.
(iii) In order for something to bestow something else with a representational property, the first thing needs

to exemplify this representational property itself.
(iv) The transmission of representational powers can neither go on forever, nor go in circle: it must be

started by something.
(v) A thing that has a representational property that is not bestowed upon it by something else exemplifies

it intrinsically.
Even when they are exemplified intrinsically, however, representational properties are still relational: they
connect their bearers to the things they are about. If my thought, for example, represents a to be F , it
stands in the relation of aboutness to a and in the predication relation to the universal F . It is in virtue of
these relations that my thought can stand in for a’s being F , and be in some sense further to be specified a
substitute of this external fact.4

Intentional properties are extrinsic, but non-relational

According to what Chisholm (1952: 56) calls “Brentano’s Thesis” – that intentionality is the mark of the
mental – intentional properties are extrinsic, but non-relational. They are extrinsic, because they are signs,
but non-relational, because they are characterised by “intentional inexistence”: psychological states may
exist even in the absence of what they are about.
The representationality of some properties has to be sharply distinguished from their intentionality. A
property of something is intentional iff it is taken to be about something else than itself. It is so taken to be
if we attribute to it conditions under which it may be said to be correct. Correctness conditions specify the
intentional content, but – being conditions – do not themselves require this content to be satisfied. If I am
looking for the Holy Grail, for example, my activity is directed towards, and rationalisable only with respect
to the Holy Grail, which, or so let’s assume, does not exist. I am intentionally directed towards the Holy
Grail, without standing in a relation to it: there is nothing, after all, for me to stand in a relation to.5

Because they are outward-directed, and cannot be accounted for without reference to their intentional ob-
jects, intentional states are extrinsic: they are what they are in virtue of participating in a complex process,
which not only involves their objects, their bearer, but also a process of interpretation or understanding.6

Colours

The “proper sensibles” (colours, sounds etc) are monadic extrinsic properties, because they both depend on
our perceptual apparatus and qualify only their bearers.
Milieu dependence: Colour experiences have to be individuated relationally: individually indiscriminable
stimuli look different (become distinguishable) if set against different backgrounds.
Revelation: “The intrinsic nature of canary yellow is fully revealed by a standard visual experience as of a
canary yellow thing. […] It is just this idea that visual experience is transparently revelatory which Descartes
denied when he wrote of our visual sensation as arbitrary signs of the properties that cause them, employing

4Different accounts of this relation of standing-in have been proposed, from Aristotle’s ‘being-a-token-of ’ – “It is not possible to
converse by bringing in the objects themselves, but instead of the objects we use words as tokens”, Sophistici Elenchi 1, 165a6-8 – to the
scholastic modes of objective existence.

5It is only as an analysis of intentionality, not of representationality, I think, that Aristotle’s theory of thoughts being likenesses of
objects has any plausibility .

6This has been made particularly clear by Charles W. Morris, one of the founders of the theory of signs: “The properties of being
a sign, a designatum, an interpreter, or an interpretant are relational properties which things take on by participating in the functional
process of semiosis.” (1939: 82)
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the analogy of the sensations which a blind man receives of texture as a result of using a cane to “see”.”
(Johnston 1992: 223,223–224)
Colours don’t look like dispositions: “When one enters a dark room and switches on a light, the colours
of surrounding objects look as if they have been revealed, not as if they have been activated. ” (Boghossian
& Velleman 1989: 86)

Are colours analysable in non-chromatic terms?
�����
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no: Primitivism

exemplified by external objects?
@
@
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�

no: Eliminativism
Are there colour properties?

yes: Realism

@
@
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no: strong yes: weak

yes: Reductionism
What are they reducible to?

@
@

�
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physical surface properties
dispositions for experiences
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